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Case Number: S2008000140 

Release Date: 09/10/2020 

 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Antilock Brake System (ABS) Lamp On, Rear Wheel Sensor DTC’s 

Present     
 

Customer Complaint/ Technician Observation:  Customer complains of the ABS lamp that 

is coming on intermittently. Technician observed one or all of the following DTC’s for the left or right 
wheel speed sensors, C0037-2f, C003A-2F, C003A-62, C0037-62, C003A-7D, C0037-1D, C0037-1D, 
C003A-1D.  
 

Discussion: If the above codes are present stored or active, locate the 12-way black connector on 

the driver side frame rail, XY930 and XY940 depending on the vehicle involved. 
 

 If DTC’s are active, inspect the connector involved for any terminal damage, if stored DTC’s; 
wiggle the connector after clearing the DTC’s to identify intermittent conditions. Repair and reposition 
the harness and or connector as needed, repair kit PN, 68358149AA Fig 1, 2. 
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  XY930, XY940 


